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Imagine the future is an fascinating challenge. For over sixty years we have been constantly engaged in developing new innovations 

and promoting the protection of the environment, improving the efficiency of our product every day. We support the creativity of the best 

designers and architects, realising bathroom settings unique for their design and technological content.

On the cover: Dress, Nilo Gioacchini



Welcome.
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The Teknobili collections are dedicated to the market’s 

premium segment: worldwide, their style, elegance 

and efficiency represent Italian excellence in this sector. 

Working with the best international designers and using 

cutting-edge production technologies allow us to remove 

the gap between imagination and reality, giving life to 

collections with strong style identity and advanced special 

technological details. 

Identity.
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Our commitment to the highest standards of quality means 

we are always one step ahead in the adoption of the most 

advanced technological resources, in the sustainability 

of the entire production process and in the ecological 

compatibility of our products. We adopt this philosophy 

in our development of each new model and, with our 

numerous innovations, we have radically influenced the 

technological evolution of the sector. 

Cutting edge. 
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Our world is one where technology is placed at the 

service of man, of the quality of life and of environmental 

sustainability. Dedicating resources to research, 

development and designing processes in view of 

production performance means maintaining 100% control 

of product quality, ensuring the highest capacity to express 

industrial processes fully respecting Italian style, culture and 

tradition. 

Efficiency. 
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Inspirations.



LOOP E
Seductive trails of light. Intense sensations of almightiness. 

Its design inspires astonishing technological performance, 

illuminating the night with efficient intelligence. Its character 

is the passionate expression of ingenuity and research. 

Piet Billekens
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A gentle pressure applied to the control knob is all it takes 

to start the magic of electronic Loop, creating a special, 

enchanting atmosphere out of nothing. 

The electronic system, fitted under the wash basin top, is 

invisible. If the mixer is not shut off, the water flow stops 

independently. 

It lights up the night. 
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The solidity of matter makes way for the emotion of light as 

the temperature of the water flow changes, so does the 

colour of the light.  

Advanced intelligence and protection of the environment: 

turning on the tap with cold water means the boiler does 

not switch on, thus no combustion fumes are released. 

Advanced intelligence.
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Incredibly easy to use in domestic and hotel settings: the 

system has three independent ways that are controlled 

through individual control knobs. 

The rain jet and the atomised jet of the flush fit shower head 

can be used at the same time as the cascade jet of the 

spout on the bathtub edge. 

Thermostatic efficiency. 
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Just the slightest touch of a button leads to countless 

different shades of colour merging with intense fragrances 

mixing with the atomised water. 

The control panel and the fragrance diffuser are 

combined with the flush fit shower head with two jets with 

aromatherapy and chromotherapy function. 

Control panel. 
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The Loop E bathroom accessories underline the strong 

personality of the collection. Style coherence plays the 

starring role. 

There are different models and sizes: the glass shelf 

and the wall-mounted towel holder meet the needs of 

architectural space with the utmost elegance. 

All tidy. 
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LOOP
When the best technology is combined with aesthetics, 

the result is extraordinary. The pure design of the Loop 

collection pays exclusive homage to the technological 

efficiency from which it derives.

Piet Billekens
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In addition to the version with aerator jet, all the Loop wash 

basin mixers are available with a spectacular cascade 

spout, for a natural and organic flow. 

The considerable visual impact, combined with the feelings 

born from the flow of water, provide pleasure like no other in 

the bathroom. 

Natural waterfall. 
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Intensely fragranced candles and fresh, blue water: the 

supreme pleasure of a relaxing bath brings out emotions 

each of us has always guarded. 

The Loop deck-mounted tap crowns marvellous moments 

of pleasant tranquillity: the large aerator allows to fill the 

bathtub very rapidly.

Wellness and harmony. 
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The Loop shower environment transforms water into a 

wellness ritual through an essential and balanced designed 

the body jets tone and massage your body. 

Start the day with the right energy or finish it by eliminating 

stress by combining the shower elements as you wish you 

can bring an unlimited number of wellness solutions.

Wellness system. 
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The purity of Loop is also firmly expressed in the many 

available accessories, which can complete the bathroom 

with the best style coherence.  

The hanger and the wall-mounted towel rack with a refined 

design extend the profiles of the mixers for a uniform 

environment. 

Order and elegance. 



LIKID
Likid redefines style standards. It expresses passion and 

dynamic spirit. The desire to create the best technology 

for water combines a unique and emotional design with a 

highly innovative project. 

Rodolfo Dordoni, Gordon Guillaumier
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The absolute purity of the organic features that characterise 

Likid: inspired by the cone shape and available with all 

details is the pure essence of minimalism. 

The refined style is the final result of a complex design 

project, aimed at creating a line which stands out for its 

complete lack of superfluous elements. 

Pure design. 
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The Likid bathtub thermostatic mixer matches the sleek, 

modern features of the wash basin. Every part is dedicated 

to the highest clearness of form.  

Carefree wellness: thermostatic technology ensures 

complete comfort and the built-in hand shower and 

ergonomic control knobs improve the experience. 

Total relaxation. 
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The Likid thermostatic shower column is a source of 

intense sensations. Its formal minimalism adds energy and 

vitality to every moment spent under the shower. 

The flow of water will immediately stop if there are sudden 

temperature changes, a hallmark of high comfort, the best 

way to fully enjoy the pleasure of water. 

Vital energy. 
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PLUS
The strength to revolutionise design, starting from 

technique: the perfection of the mark in its highest form.

For over ten years it has been a design icon, the harmony 

of proportion and the sensuality of movement. 

Piet Billekens
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The perfection of the sign and the harmony of proportion: 

the bowl-shaped wash basin rises to be the highest 

expression of contemporary design. 

Absolute minimalism is born from the revolutionary concept 

of coaxial technology: it removes the cartridge lock on the 

body’s side, allowing to achieve an incredibly sleek profile. 

Perfection of the sign. 
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The Plus bathtub thermostatic mixer is the highest 

expression of the design philosophy of the cylinder shape, 

which can be seen in all its elements. 

Thermostatic technology allows the temperature of the flow 

to remain constant, even if there are sudden changes in the 

set temperature. 

Extreme minimalism. 
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The ideal complement of the wellness setting: choose 

between a rain, massage or atomised jet, which can be 

adjusted in any direction with 30 degree angle

By mixing air and water, it allows to enjoy the sensations of 

a Turkish bath using hot water and the refreshing mist effect 

using cold water. 

Multi-function bodyjet. 
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Details provide the evidence: the Plus bathroom 

accessories express a refined philosophy in which attention 

to detail is an essential prerogative.  

The wall-mounted towel rack is available in several sizes 

and shapes (traditional, with mounted soap dispenser, 

adjustable or extendable). 

Essential detail. 
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CUBE
The desire for perfection expresses its strong character 

in absolute purity. Exclusive stylistic icon, firm and elegant 

appearance. Absolute technological precision, manic care 

of production processes.

Piet Billekens
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The retractable Neoperl® Caché® aeratorpays homage to 

the minimalist forms of Cube: it removes the cut on the 

spout, making the line extremely clear. 

Machining from bar and the simultaneous polishing of the 

components allow to obtain a mixer with impeccable edges 

and perfect alignments. 

A matter of style. 
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The strict aesthetics of the wash basin are reflected in 

the bathtub single control mixer: the built-in hand shower 

combines extreme design with intelligent ergonomics. 

The roundness of the mixing knob (as required by 

ergonomics) matches the sinuous shape of the spout and 

counterbalances the overall formal firmness. 

Evocative personality. 
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The Cube towel rack (available in different sizes), is ideal to 

complete the entire bathroom in the minimalistic, squared 

style of the collection.  

Elegant, functional accessories, designed to match the 

shapes of the mixers, are the right choice if you want to 

create settings with a strong style content.

Complete charm. 



Precision and rigour. Aesthetic choices limited to the strictly 

necessary. Elegance and energy. Freshness and consistent 

proportions. Evident character, highest expression of 

timeless beauty.

Centro Stile

MIA
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The clear, squared design of Mia reawakens the senses 

through strict aesthetic choices: the pure, coherent balance 

among lines shows the mixer’s essential soul.  

A mixer with unmistakable aesthetic features, in which 

nothing is left to chance: the Neoperl® aerator with cascade 

jet maximises the firm nature of the lines. 

Essential volumes. 
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The Mia wall-mounted wash basin (available in two sizes) is 

precise geometric proportion. There is no interference in the 

clearness of the shapes and the extreme rigour of the lines. 

The separate universal flush fit body allows to complete 

the system in the wall before choosing and installing the 

external part of the mixer.

Refined intelligence. 
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The pure uncompromising style of the bathtub single 

control mixer is the expression of a current and refined 

design. 

By placing the mixing knob on the left side, hot water 

spends less time in the body, so the surface is warm (but 

not hot) to the touch. 

Total purity. 
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The subtle refinement of Mia is firmly expressed in all the 

product’s variations: harmony in the bathroom is ensured by 

a range that is totally complete. 

The shower single control mixer achieves the highest formal 

rigour, revealing the simplicity and the elegance in the 

collection’s style. 

Style simplicity. 
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The shower syphon overlaps the cubic shapes of Mia, 

dealing with style even in less obvious details: no element is 

left to chance. 

The covering plug can be removed so the syphon is fully 

inspectionable, which makes cleaning and maintenance 

operations in the shower easier. 

Total care. 
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The firm lines required by the minimalist soul of Mia can be 

found in a number of accessories, which are ideal when 

playing at configuring the environment as you wish it to be. 

The wall-mounted towel rack is the final accessory needed 

to complete the entire bathroom in the minimalistic, squared 

style of the collection. 

Absolute coherence. 
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Trust first impressions: Ray inspires the purity of formal 

minimalism. You will be enchanted by its elegance and 

excited by its presence. Robotised machining from bar 

produces an impeccable cutting-edge design.

Centro Stile

RAY
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Firm shapes alternated with soft lines give Ray a special 

charm: the cascade jet spout attracts attention and 

enhances the seductive design of the mixer. 

Research highlights style: the angulation of the cascade 

flow is calibrated to combine the visual pleasure of a natural 

water jet with the highest functional ergonomics. 

Sensual charm. 
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In the bathtub single control mixer the net volume of the 

body counteracts the sensual lines of the spout, developing 

a style pattern with considerable aesthetic impact. 

The Neoperl® aerator with rectangular section and cascade 

jet allows to fill the bathtub very quickly, reducing waiting 

times. 

Contrasting shapes. 
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Proportion, shape and balance: the pleasure of water is 

celebrated with elegance. The Ray shower environment 

carries refinement to its most intimate essence. 

The two-way single control mixer conceals the Infinity 

universal flush fit body inside the wall, where it was installed 

when the water system was created. 

Wellness, squared. 
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The Ray bathroom accessories are the perfect elements 

for completing a uniform architectural project, combining 

minimalistic character with highest ergonomics.

Among the miscellaneous articles, the hanger is available in 

single version or in the functional triple edition, which makes 

it ideal for hanging more than one item at the same time. 

Dedicated order. 



Pleasure and seduction. The egocentric Tower collection 

attracts attention and focuses emotions. Extraordinary 

silhouette, highly creative fantasy, pure aesthetic taste. 

Marked elegance and unmistakeable character.

Centro Stile

TOWER
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The interlocking of the body’s and spout’s diagonal volumes 

creates a silhouette with a highly emotional impact: Tower’s 

dynamic nature emerges firmly from the minimalistic lines. 

The retractable Neoperl® aerator contributes to the mixer’s 

extreme philosophy: out of sight, it avoids cutting off the tip 

of the spout. 

Statuesque dynamism. 
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The Tower bathroom accessories firmly break the rules:  

here is a harmonious combination of different materials, 

frosted glass and shiny metal. 

Wall-mounted glass holder and free-standing soap 

dispenser are useful accessories to keep a bathroom 

always tidy, adding impeccable style. 

Glass and metal. 
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The interlocking volumes of the bathtub thermostatic mixer 

create a firm, extreme style. The retractable Neoperl® 

aerator ideally connects the flow to the mixer. 

Thermostatic technology increases mixing efficiency by 

immediately blocking the flow of water should there be 

sudden changes in the set temperature. 

Extreme design. 
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The Tower wall-mounted shelf, an elegant combination of 

frosted glass and chromed metal, helps keep the bathroom 

tidy with an original style and character. 

The wall-mounted towel holder is available in different sizes, 

ranging between a compact, 42 cm version and an extra 

large 72 cm edition. 

Suspended transparencies. 
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In domestic settings architecture and design express 

their identities in constant harmony.  Dress is not limited 

to completing the furnishing: it evolves into a project with 

unlimited customisation possibilities.

Nilo Gioacchini

DRESS
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By combining surfaces and materials as you wish, the 

endless creative faces of Dress allow to configure the entire 

collection according to the environment’s style. 

In this chrome and weathering steel version, the mixer 

directly involves the architectural space, intensifying reality 

and extending the industrial vintage spirit.

Augmented reality. 
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Individual and one-of-a-kind, Dress rises up to be pure 

artistic expression, creating an intense and evocative 

balance between atmosphere and matter. 

The ample surfaces of the wash bowl basin’s spout 

enhance the personal style of the mixer, highlighting the 

endless possibilities of the collection. 

Artistic expression. 
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The unique personality of the collection is present in all 

possible variants: imagination is the limit, just like in a 

fantastic dream. 

The Dress shower environment uses the 3-way flush fit 

thermostatic mixer, combined with a shower head with wall 

arm, four body jets and a single jet hand shower. 

Overall architecture. 



Evasive lines, surprising stylistic strength. Fresh and 

youthful look, distinctive spirit. The Up collection speaks of 

enthusiasm and opens up new enchanting visions. Light 

body, dynamic character and innovative soul.

Centro Stile

UP
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The statuesque proportion of Up pays homage to Italian 

style tradition: every element is perfectly balanced inside a 

whole. 

The dynamic flow limiter blocks the lever mid-run, helping 

save water: when the slight resistance is overcome, the 

mixer can allow the unlimited flow of water. 

Extraordinary elegance. 
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The harmony of the line of the wall-mounted Up mixer 

statuesquely characterises the whole bathroom. The 

ergonomics of the proportions reign supreme. 

All the unnecessary fades from memory when looking at 

the gentle simplicity and the mild physiognomy of traits. 

Clearness and formal minimalism. 

Statuesque balancing. 
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The Up single control mixer is designed to maintain 

a temperature that is never hot to the touch, which is 

particularly useful when there are children around. 

The design takes on the shapes of a bowl-shaped wash 

basin, rotated at a right angle. This innovative concept can 

create style uniformity between two different products. 

Always cool. 
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The shower environment can be configured according 

to personal taste. Lots of components, which can all be 

combined with one another, ensure perfect coherence.  

A 2-way system is the ideal solution for Up. The flush fit 

single control mixer controls the swivel shower head with 

rain jet and the hand shower. 

Individual wellness. 
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An innovative solution for the shower is the drain channel 

that completes the bathroom without being invasive. It is 

available with two variants, six styles and in five sizes. 

Beautiful and intelligent, the pre-assembled, fixed and 

adjustable in every way (360°) syphon is inspectionable, 

the drain flow is no less than 30 litres per minute. 

Functional minimalism. 
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Every element is in perfect harmony in a mixer with a 

convincing design. In the Live collection, the absolute 

proportion of the parts frees itself from stylistic excesses 

and coherently follows the formal elegance of the cylinder.

Centro Stile

LIVE
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The Live wall-mounted wash basin mixer is available in four 

versions (with or without the wall panel and with spouts of 

two lengths, 150 or 200 millimetres). 

Minimalistic elegance merges with technological innovation: 

the lever is blocked mid-run by a mechanical block that can 

reduce the mixer’s consumption. 

Minimalistic elegance. 
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Linear and spindle-shaped, free from excesses and 

perfectly proportioned, Live’s timeless shapes outlive 

fashion and express the soul of everlasting design. 

The Live bathtub single control mixer is designed to remain 

always cool to the touch thanks to the hot water’s shorter 

path in the body. 

Timeless.
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The flush fit shower mixer, combined with a water 

connection and wall rail, is the ideal composition to satisfy 

the need for wellness with utmost simplicity. 

The metallic effect finish of the hose enhances the chrome 

plating of the mixer, while its smooth surface prevents the 

irritating twisting common to traditional hoses. 

Top simplicity. 
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Majestic demeanour, formal style. Classic trend, refined 

elegance: Sofì reinvents history of art and proposes a 

fabulous meeting of distant tastes and modern inspirations 

inside the bathroom.

Centro Stile

SOFÌ
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A continuous series of soft curves and sharp edges: Sofì 

brings the border of art and design closer, elegantly mixing 

cutting-edge elements with tradition. 

The serious and majestic bearing of the single control wash 

basin reinvents classic criteria in a technologically advanced 

and stylistically innovative point of view. 

Goût parisien. 
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The bowl-shaped Sofì wash basin creates a pleasant 

romantic feeling, enhanced by the curves of the body and 

the undulating lines of the spout. 

The Neoperl® Cascade® SLC® aerator makes maintenance 

operations easy: remove limescale deposits simply by 

slipping your fingers through it. 

Romantic arpeggi. 
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The harmony of the lines of the wall-mounted wash basin 

stresses the artisanal detail, creating continuous patterns 

among round elements and firm edges. 

The package contains a second plate that reads “Hot and 

Cold” (in English language), which is ideal for international 

bathrooms. 

Modern vintage. 
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The bathtub single control mixer in its most refined classic 

style. Sofì satisfies even the most demanding tastes without 

compromises. 

The timeless and classic echoes of the mixer continue in 

the single jet hand shower, which has sensual shapes that 

match the collection’s aesthetic harmony. 

Sensual harmony. 
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The external shower mixer is a convenient alternative to the 

flush fit solution. When combined with the wall rail, it adjusts 

to very different settings thanks to its formal elegance. 

The double-hem brass hose is more resistant than 

traditional versions. Its chrome-plated surface links perfectly 

to the brilliant and shiny tones of the mixer. 

Poetical charm. 
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CARLOS PRIMERO
A perfect combination of classic and innovative elements: 

Carlos Primero evokes timeless style suggestions, 

reinterpreting in modern key the classical intuition of the 

past years. 

Piet Billekens
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Carlos Primero reinvents the classic style of the dual control 

mixer, giving new life to free and immortal tastes guarded in 

the memory of the past. 

The control knobs do not have fixing screws, which adds 

a touch of preciousness to their style. The large screw with 

clutched shaft ensures the highest reliability over time.

Suspended in time. 
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The Carlos Primero wall-mounted wash basin evokes 

timeless style suggestions, revealed in the precious 

decorations on the control knob. 

The control knobs do not have fixing screws, which adds 

a touch of preciousness to their style. The large screw with 

clutched shaft ensures the highest reliability over time. 

Solemn inspirations. 
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The details of Carlos Primero style charismatically fit into all 

the articles of this daring collection, making it immediately 

recognisable. 

The design of the bathtub external unit (with deviator 

with control knob and fitted shower head support) fully 

represents the iconic style of the collection. 

Recurring elements. 
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The elegance of the thermostatic shower column is 

asserted gently: ts everlasting line is a reflection of a past 

seen through new eyes. 

The alternation of vintage features and modern lines is 

one of Carlos Primero’s key elements: the control knob is 

matched by the shower head and hand shower. 

Inspired elegance. 
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Coordinated accessories are a pleasure if you love style 

perfection: individual features are designed to create a 

unique and spectacular overall view. 

The wall-mounted towel holder (available in different sizes 

and versions) is one of the possibilities to best express 

passion for style accuracy. 

Overall view. 



Interplay of contrasts in vintage style. Sensations of amiable 

tranquillity. Peace and wellness of a distant past: Grazia 

brings back to life the appeal and charm of bygone days, 

mixing twentieth century style with technological innovation.

Centro Stile

GRAZIA
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There are no excesses in Grazia’s traditional elegance as a 

result of the delicate and exquisite line, which can be seen 

in its three-opening version as well. 

The mixer knob hides the ceramic large screw. It is very 

reliable because it is made with materials and procedures 

that are not altered over time. 

Classic without boundaries. 
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The 20th century style brings to mind past ages and distant 

times: the unmistakable sincerity of the Grazia bathtub 

group enchants and leads to a timeless dimension. 

The shower head support built into the mixer increases 

ergonomics and does not require drilling into the wall to 

install the support. 

Sincere nostalgia. 
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Modern wellness and vintage taste: the Grazia shower 

environment is perfect if you are looking for a classic style 

without giving up the comforts of a multifunction shower. 

The four-way flush fit thermostatic mixer controls the shower 

head with rain jet, two upper body jets and four lower body 

jets, wall rail with single jet hand shower. 

Without compromise. 
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Be it an energetic rain jet or a delicate atomised jet, the 

bodyjets bring the sophisticated wellness of the oldest 

thermal spring centres into your home. 

Turning the lever allows you to select rain jet, massage jet 

or atomised jet: all jets can be swivelled in every direction 

with a 30 degree angle.  

Multifunction dream. 



Inspired by the refined elegance of a nostalgic taste, the 

Ritz collection generates natural sensations of tranquillity 

and inner peace. Formal balance, a strong sign of a design 

beyond time and trends, expresses a unique character.

Centro Stile

RITZ
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It is rare to behold the union between the highest 

expression of technology and the refined sensation of 

beauty. The refined style of Ritz is homage to tradition. 

The passionate touch of the decorated control knobs 

stresses the love for detail: here are traditional inspirations 

for authentic, everlasting settings. 

Tradition and authenticity. 
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Elegant yet welcoming at the same time, Ritz expresses a 

unique character that embodies very recognisable features 

and extreme refinement. 

The bathtub group with deviator and built-in hand shower 

is always appreciated and never out of fashion thanks to its 

classic, refined line. 

Vintage passion. 
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The lived-in and elegant style of the environment coherently 

welcomes the Ritz shower composition, which includes 

stop knobs, deviator, shower head and hand shower. 

Technology of details: the ceramic large screw allows the 

most gentle manoeuvrability in managing the flow and 

temperature of the water. 

Shabby chic.





Exclusivity. 
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The Teknobili brand offers significant customization 

possibilities, with special finishes and paint processes 

produced upon request by the master craftsmen of Officine 

Nobili. The result is an unlimited range that extends from 

elegantly refined hues to extreme expressions of colour, 

giving rise to highly exclusive atmospheres that interpret 

the most diverse personalities and style preferences, and 

reflect the overall furnishing design.

Special finishes. 
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We bring inspiration and innovation all over the world. We 

are one step ahead, delivering exclusive and technologically 

advanced products that understand market requests.   

Customer satisfaction guides us in all the choices we make 

today and will make in the future. Thanks to the bespoke 

services of Officine Nobili, the sizes of some models 

can be changed in order to configure the architecture of 

customers’ bathrooms according to specific needs. 

Size variations. 
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The artisanal talent of Officine Nobili allows us to add 

customised symbols and words on the surface of the 

mixers, such as hotel logos or icons that make a multi-way 

wellness system easier to use. It is also possible to make 

energy-saving and water-saving versions, with devices that 

allow to prevent accidentally causing a boiler to switch on, 

or equipped with anti-theft devices such as the self-locking 

aerator. 

Exclusive icons. 
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We invest in the continuous improvement of our products and work methods. Consequently, the catalogue may include images of articles 
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